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ON JOINT SPECTRA AND SOME CLASSES OF
OPERATOR-FAMILIES

YOUNGOH YANG

I. Introduction

Throughout this paper, H and K will be complex Hilbert spaces with
the scalar product ( , ) and the norm 11,11, and all operators on H will be
assumed to be bounded linear transformations of H into itself. Let B(H)
be the set of all operators on H. An n-tuple of operators AI, ... , An will
be denoted by A = (AI,'·· , An). For two n-tuples A = (AI,··· , An)
and B = (BI ,··· , B n ) of operators on the Hilbert spaces H, and K
respectively, A EB B is defined as

Let TI and T2 be operators on H. It is known that the spectrum of the
direct sum TI EB T2 equals the union of their spectra. In this paper, we
study analogous situations for a direct sum of two n-tuples of operators.
Also we shall introduce some classes of n-tuples of operators which are
close being n-tuples of normal operators in some sense and give sufficient
conditions for an n-tuple of operators to be in these classes.

H. Joint spectra of direct sums

For clarity we first restrict the discussions to a pair of operators.

DEFINITION 2.1. ([1]' [2], [3], [7]). Let A = (A I ,A2 ) be a 2-tuple
of operators on H. We shall say that

(a) z = (ZI, Z2) E C 2 is in the joint approximate point spectrum O'1l"(A)
of A if there exists a sequence {Xk} of unit vectors in H such that
II(Ai - zi)xkll -. 0 as k -. 00 (i = 1,2).
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(b) z is in the joint approximate compression spectrum O's(A) of A if
z* is in O'1r(A*).

(c) z is in the joint approximate point-approximate compression spec
trum O'7rs(A) of A if there exists a sequence {Xk} of unit vectors in H
such that II(At - zt)xkll -t 0 and II(A2 - z2)*xkll -t 0 as k -t 00.

(d) z is in the joint approximate compression-approximate point spec
trum O's7r(A) of A if there exists a sequence {Xk} of unit vectors in H
such that II(At - Zt)*xkll -+ 0 and II(A2 - z2)xkll -+ 0 as k -t 00.

(e) z is in the joint point spectrum O'p(A) of A if there exists a nonzero
vector x in H such that (Ai - Zi)X = 0 for each j, j = 1,2.

(f) z is in the joint residual spectrum O'r(A) of A if z* = (zi, z2) is in
O'p(A*).

(g) z is in the joint point-residual spectrum O'pr(A) of A if there exists
a nonzero vector x in H such that (At - zt)x = 0 = (A2 - Z2)*X,

(h) z is in the joint residual-point spectrum O'rp(A) of A if there exists
a nonzero vector x in H such that (At - Zt)*x = 0 = (A2 - Z2)X.

In each case, it is implied that a point z = (Zt, Z2) of C2 is in a set
O'·(A) if and only if 0 = (0,0) is in 0" (At -Zt, A2-Z2). SO in proofs, we
will often confine attention, without loss of generality, to the question of
whether 0 is in 0' • (A).

From the above definitions, we have the following properties.

LEMMA 2.2 [3]. For each 2-tuple A = (At, A2) of operators,
(a) 0 is in O'1r(A) ifand only iffor all B t , B2 in B(H), BtAt +B2A2 =/=

I.
(b) Oisin O's(A) ifand only ifforallBt, B 2 in B(H), AtBt +A2B2 =/=

I.
(c) 0 is in O'7r8(A) if and only if BtAt + B2A; =/= I for all Bt, B2 in

B(H).
(d) 0 is in O's7r(A) if and only if BtAi' + B2A2 =/= I for all Bt, B2 in

B(H).
(e) O'p(A) C O'1r(A), O'r(A) C O'c5(A), O'pr(A) C O'7rc5(A), and O'rp(A) C

O'c51r(A).

We will prove the results 0' • (A E9 B) = 0' • (A) U 0' • (B) which is
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analogous to that known in the single operator case.

THEOREM 2.3. HA = (AI ,A2) and B = (BI ,B2) are 2-tuples of
operators on Hilbert spaces H and K respectively, tben

(a) u7r(A E9 B) = u7r(A) U u7r(B).
(b) u6(A E9 B) = u6(A) U u6(B).
(c) u7r6(A E9 B) = u7r6(A) U ud(B).
(d) u67r(A E9 B) = u67r(A) U u67r(B).
(e) up(A E9 B) = up(A) U up(B).
(f) ureA E9 B) = ureA) U ur(B).
(g) upr(A E9 B) = upr(A) U upr(B).
(b) urp(A E9 B) = urp(A) U urp(B).

Proof. (a) Suppose that 0 is in u7r(A E9 B). Then by Lemma 2.2 (a),
TI(AI E9BI )+T2(A2E9B2) f. I for all TI , T2 in B(H E9K). Since Tt E9Tt'
is in B(H E9 K) whenever Tt E B(H) and Tt' E B(K) (i = 1,2), we have

If. (Ti E9 Tt)(AI E9 Bt) + (T~ E9 T~/)(A2 E9 B2)

= (TiAl +T~A2) E9 (Ti'BI +T~'B2)·

Consequently, either TiAI +T~A2 f. lfor all Ti, T~ in B(H), or Ti'EI +
T~'B 2 f. I for all Tt', T~' in B(K). Thus 0 = (0,0) is in u7r(A) Uu 1r(B),
and

u7r(A E9 B) C u 1r(A) U u7r(B).

On the other hand, if 0 = (0, 0) ~ u 7r(A E9 B), then there exist Tt, T2

in B(H E9 K) such that

Clearly Ti are operators on H E9 K (i = 1,2). Let Ti = (~: ~:)
(i = 1,2). Then a simple computation shows that CIAI + C2 A2 = I
where Cl, C2 are in B(H), and FIBI + F2 B2 = I where F I , F2 are in
B(H). Consequently, 0 = (0, 0) ~ u7r(A) Uu7r(B) by Lemma 2.2 (a).

(b) This follows from Lemma 2.2 (b).
(c), (d). These follow from Lemma 2.2 (e) and the above (a).
(e), (f), (g), (h). These can be easily proved.
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From now on, by an operator-family we shall mean an n-tuple of
commuting operators on H and denote the set of all operator-families
by Bn(H).

For each A = (AI,'" , An) in Bn(H), the commutant U = (A)' of the
set S = {AI,'" , An} is a weakly closed subalgebra of the algebra B(H)
containing S and the identity I, and the double commutant (A)" =
V of the set S = {AI, . .. , An} is a weakly closed abelian subalgebra
containing S and I.

DEFINITION 2.4 ([2],[6]'[7]). (a). The commutant joint spectrum
aC(A) of A = (AI,'·· , An) E Bn(H) is defined as the set of all points
Z = (Zl,··· ,zn) in en such that the set {Aj -Zjh~j~n is contained in
a proper (two-sided) ideal ofU = (A)'.

(b). The double commutant joint spectrum a d( A) of A is the set of all
Z in en such that the closed ideal generated by the set {Aj - Zjh~j~n

is a proper ideal in V = (A)".
(c). The Dash joint spectrum aD(A) is defined as aD(A) = a'(A) U

aT(A) where the left (right) joint spectrum a'(A) (aT(A» is the set of
all Z in en such that {A j - Zjh~j~n generates aproper left (right) ideal
in B(H).

(d). The Taylor joint spectrum aT(A) of A is defined as follows:

aT(A) = {z = (ZI,'" ,zn) E en: E(H,A - z) is not exact},

where E(H, A - z) denotes the Koszul complex on H associated with
A-z.

All these notions of the joint spectra do coincide in the case of a single
operator as well as in the case of operators on finite dimensional spaces,
and lead to the inclusion relation

REMARK 2.5. For each A = (AI,'" ,An) E Bn(H),
(a) a'(A) = a1l"(A) and areA) = O"c5(A).
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(b) uD(A), uCCA), ud(A), u'(A), ureA) are nonempty compact sub
sets of en. ([2J,[4])

(c) HA is an n-tuple of commuting normal operators, then uD(A) =
uT(A) = uCCA) = ud(A) = u7r(A). [7J

THEOREM 2.6. HA = (AI,'" ,An) E Bn(H) and B = (BI,··· ,Bn)
E B n

( K),then
(a) uD(A ffi B) = uD(A) U qD(B).
(b) uT(A ffi B) = uT(A) U uT(B).
(c) uCCA ffi B) = uCCA) U uC(B).
(d) ud(A ffi B) = ud(A) U ud(B).

Proof. (a) The proof follows easily from Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.5
(a).

(b) See the proof of Lemma 5.2 [2].
(c) It is sufficient to show that (0,··, ,0) E uCCA El) B) if and only if

(0", . ,0) E uCCA) U uC(B). Let UI , U2 and U denote the commutant of
{AI,··· ,An}, {BI ,'" ,Bn} and {AI El) BI ,' .. ,An El) Bn} respectively.

n

Suppose first that (0,·" ,0) E uC(AffiB). Then LTi(AiffiBi) =I [for
i=l

all TI,··· ,Tn in U. Since Tt El) Tt' E U whenever Tt E UI , and Tt' E U2 ,

we have

n

[ =I L(Tt El) T:')(Ai ffi Bi)
i=l

n n

= (LT/Ai) ffi (LT:'Bi ).
i=l i=l

n n

Consequently, either LT/Ai =I [ for all TI E UI , or L Tt'Bi =I I for
i=l i=l

all Tt' E U2 • Thus °= (0,,·, ,0) is in qC(A) UuC(B) and uCCA ffi B) C
uCCA) U uC(B).

On the other hand, if (0"" ,0) rt uC(AffiB), then there exist TI ," " Tn
n

in U such that LTi(Ai EEl Bi) = [. Clearly Ti are operators on H Ea K.
i=l
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Let Ti = (i: ~~ ). Then a simple computation shows that t CiAi =
I i=1

n

I where Ci E UI, and L FiBi = I where Fi E U2 • Consequently
i=1

(0,··· ,0) rt qC(A) u qC(B). This completes the proof.
(d) See [6].

Ill. Some classes of operator-families

Denote by W(A) and IIAII thejoint numerical range and joint operator
norm of A = (AI,· .. ,An) E Bn(H) respectively. The joint k-spectral
radius and joint numerical radius of A E Bn(H), denoted by rk(A) and
w(A) respectively, are defined by

n

rk(A) = sup{(L IZiI2)1/2 : (ZI,··· ,zn) E qk(A)},
i=1

and
n

w(A) = sup{(L I(Ai x,x)12)1/2 : IIxll = I}
i=1

respectively. (Here k = D, T, c, d).
From [5], we note that w(A (1) B) = max(w(A), w(B» for each A E

Bn(H) and.B E Bn(K).
Next we shall define some classes of operator-families. An operator

family A = (A!,··· ,An) E Bn(H) is called jointly normaloid if IIAII =
w(A), and jointly transloid if A - Z = (AI - ZI,··· ,An - zn) is jointly
normaloid for each Z = (ZI,··· ,zn) of cn. Similarly A is called jointly
k-spectraloid if w(A) = rk(A), and jointly k-convexoid if co qk(A) =

co W(A). (Here k = D, T, c, d and co X denotes the convex hull of X).
An operator-family A is said to belong to joint (GI)k if

n

infHI: II(Ai - zi)xIl2)1/2 : lIx ll = I} 2:: d(z, qk(A»
i=1

for all z = (ZI,··· ,zn) in cn. A belongs to joint (HI)k if
n

inf{(LII(Ai _zi)xIl2)1/2: IIxll = I} 2:: d(z,uk(A»
i=1
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for all z = (ZI,··· ,zn) in en, where qk(A) denotes the joint k-hen
spectrum. A belonga to joint (G1)k locally if

n

inf{(LII(Ai _zi)xIl2)1/2: IIxll = 1} ~ d(z,O'k(A»
i=I

for all Z = (Zl,··· ,zn) E U-nk(A) where U is some open set containing
nk(A). Similarly we can define an operator-family belonging to joint
(HI)k locally. Here k = D, T, c, d.

From the definition of the joint k-hen spectrum, we see that qk(A m
B) = qk(A) u qk(B) (k = D,T,c,d), and uk(A) C co W(A) for each
A, B E Bn(H) (k = D, T).

Yang and Park [8] introduced general methods to construct operator
family belonging to joint (GI), joint (HI), joint (G l ) locally and joint
(HI) locally. By similar methods, we obtain sufficient conditions for an
operator-family to be in some classes :

(a) H A = (AI,··' ,An) E Bn(H) and B = (B l ,··· ,Bn) E Bn(K) is
jointly normaloid with IIAII < IIBII, then A mB is jointly normaloid.

(b) H A = (AI,··· ,An) E~ Bn(H) and B is jointly transloid with
IIA - zlI ~ liB - zll for all z in en, then A mB is jointly transloid.

THEOREM 3.1. If A = (AI,··· ,An) E Bn(H) and B = (B l ,··· ,Bn)
E Bn(K) is a jointly k-spectraloid with w(A) ~ rk(B), then AmB is

jointly k-spectraloid (k = D, T).

Proof. Since B is jointly k-spectraloid, weB) = rk(B). By Theorem
2.6, rk(A mB) = max{rk(A), rk(B)} = rk(B) since rk(A) $ w(A) $
rk(B). Also w(A mB) = max(w(A), w(B» = weB) = rk(B). Hence
A Ea B is jointly k-spectraloid.

COROLLARY 3.2. IfA=(AI,··· ,An) E Bn(H) and B=(BI ,··· ,Bn)
E Bn(K) is an n-tuple of commuting normal opertors with w(A) $

w(B), then Am B is jointly k-spectraloid (k = D, T).

Proof. By [1,7], co nk(B) = W(B) since WeB) is convex. So B is
jointly k-spectraloid. Hence by the above Theorem, A mB is jointly
k-spectraloid.
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We give below the following generalizations of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3
[8) to construct operator-families belonging to joint (GI)k, joint (HI)k,
joint (GI)k locally and joint (HI)k locally: For each A = (A I, . . . ,An) E
Bn(H),

(a) if B = (Bh ··• ,BR) E BR(K) belongs to joint (GI)k with co W(A)
C (J'k(B), then A E9 B belongs to joint (GI)k (k = D, T).
(b) if B = (BI ,·· ',Bn ) E BR(K) belongs to joint (HI)k with coW(A)
c qlc(B), then A E9 B belongs to joint (HI)k (k = D, T).
(c) if B = (Bh .. · ,Bn ) E Bn(K) belongs to joint (GI)k locally with

(J'lc(B) ::> U where U is an open set containing co W(A), then A E9 B
belongs to joint (GI)lc locally (k = D, T).

(d) if B = (Bh ··· ,BR) E BR(K) belongs to joint (HI)k locally with
qlc(B) ::> U where U is an open set containing co W(A), then A E9 B
belongs to joint (HI)lc locally (k = D, T).

From Remark 2.5 (c), we obtain generalizations of Lemma 5.1 and 5.2
[2].

LEMMA 3.3. If X is a nonempty compact subset of en, then there
exists a n-tuple N = (NI,'" ,NR) in Bn(H) of commuting normal
operators such that (J'lc(N) = X (k = D, T, c, d).

THEOREM 3.4. For each A = (AI,'" ,An) E Bn(H), there exist a

Hilbert space K and a n-tuple N = (NI,'" ,Nn) in Bn(K) of commut
ing normal operators on K such that A E9 N = (AI E9 NI, ... ,An E9 Nn)
belongs to joint (GI)lc (k = D, T).

Proof. The proof follows from the above Lemma 3.3 and the fact that
(J'D(A) C (J'T(A) C co W(A).

REMARK 3.5. The question whether
(a) the identity (J'D(A) = (J'T(A) = uCCA) = (J'd(A) holds, and that

whether
(b) (J'd(A) C co W(A) holds are still open. In particular, if (b) holds,

then all our results hold for k = c, d.
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